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Agile software architecture 

modeling with Enterprise Ar-

chitect 

 
The agile architecture dilem-
ma 
 
In the Agile world, architecture is 
very often neglected or not even 

used at all, which leads to ex-
pensive refactoring and poten-
tially fatal build-up of technical 
debt. However, if an Agile ap-

proach is used, there still remain 
everlasting questions like: 

How do we describe software 
architecture? 

How do we anticipate and em-
brace changes in our solution’s 
environment? 

What are good roadmapping 
strategies, and how do organiza-

tions choose the right strategy 
within a suitable context? 

Should we do “up-front” archi-

tecting and, if so, how much? 

How can we organize architec-
tural decision making in Agile 
teams? 

What methods should architects 
use to achieve “just enough” 
architecture? 
 
Agile software architecture 
description 

 
Many Architecture Definition 
Languages have been created 

that can be used to formally de-
fine the architecture of a soft-
ware system. For some, howev-
er, getting started in a good way 

while strictly following a model-
ing language is a bigger chal-
lenge than expected. There are 
many reasons for this, ranging 
from typical real-world time and 
budget pressures to a lack of 
perceived benefit from creating a 

formal description of a system 
that isn’t necessarily reflective 
of, or connected to, the source 
code. 
 

 
 
Agile modeling framework 

 
Sparx Systems Central Europe 

introduces a free extension tight-
ly integrated with Enterprise 

Architect to encourage model-
based Agile development. This 
approach combines the benefits 
of a modeling tool and the ele-
gant concept of the C4 model 
(c4model.com). The implementa-
tion of C4 (sparxsystems.eu/c4) 

provides a framework for model-
ing your architecture based upon 
Simon Brown’s approach to 
communicate your architectures 
in a clear, straightforward fash-
ion. 

 

Join us if you want to 

 understand the principles of 
modeling and describing software 
architecture, 

 know how to address architecture 
roadmapping in Agile develop-
ment using CGI’s Risk- and Cost-
Driven Architecture (RCDA), 

 visualize, model, explore and 
document your software architec-
ture using the MDG Technology 
for C4. 

About the trainer 
 
Bob Hruška, a speaker and trainer 
with over 
twenty years’ 
experience in 
software and 
systems 
engineering, 
is Principal 
Consultant at 
Sparx Systems CE. He has played 
various roles in several industries 
delivering systems and solutions that 
offer real value for customers during 
his career. Also, he is the creator of 
the MDG Technology for C4. 

Bob helps customers to de-
liver business value from software 
development processes at an execu-
tive level by providing pragmatic 
solutions to boost the likelihood of 
successful product delivery. He has 
trained many thousands of people – 
the majority of which have become 
repeat customers – and works with 

major organizations to develop work-
able methods, modeling methodolo-
gies and guidelines in order to better 
ensure their business success and 
long-term market viability. 
 

 
 

Trade Data System
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The Trade Data System 

maintains a store of all 

trades made by the bank.

Reference Data System
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The Reference Data 

System maintains all of the 

reference data needed by 

the bank.

«Post-condition»

{by 5pm in New York.}

Risk System
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Run calculations on the 

trading data

Global Invetments bank
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A global investment bank 

based in London, New York 

and Singapore.

Counterparties
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Other banks

London branch
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Singapore branch
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New York branch
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Counterparty data
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This includes information 

about counterparties; each 

of which represents an 

individual, a bank, etc.

XML export of counterparty

- Counterparty ID

- Name

- Address
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A new reference data 

system is due for 

completion in the next 3 

months, and the current 

system will eventually be 

decommissioned.

System under development

XML Export of trade data

- Trade ID

- Date

- Current trade volume in USD

- Counterparty ID

tags
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Filebased XML export of trade data 

to a network share.
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